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NEWS RELEASE 
For Immediate Release 
 

Canada’s Mad Man of Advertising Frank Palmer Hosts “Ad Chats” 
New nabs Canada web series features insightful & entertaining conversations with 

Canada’s advertising thought leaders  
 
Vancouver, BC (September 8, 2021) – nabs Canada is launching a monthly thought 
leadership web series titled “Ad Chats with Frank Palmer. Presented by LifeWorks” on September 
16, 2021.  Hosted by Canadian marketing legend Frank Palmer, chairman of PS&Co., the 45-
minute talk-show featuring candid conversations with a who’s who list of Canadian advertising 
greats, will appear on nabs Canada’s YouTube channel and on Spotify. 
 
To kick-off the 13-part web series, Palmer hosts another industry notable, his long-time colleague 
and friend, Chris Staples, founder of Rethink Communications, where the pair have a no-holds 
barred conversation about all things advertising.  In the second interview, which will also be 
released on September 16, 2021, Frank discusses entrepreneurship with Arlene Dickinson, 
president and CEO of Venture Communications and venture capitalist on CBC’s award-winning 
series, Dragon’s Den; followed by a conversation with creative powerhouse duo, Denise Rossetto 
and Todd Mackie, founding partners of Broken Heart Love Affair 
 
“Frank is opening up his considerable Rolodex on behalf of nabs and hosting insightful and 
entertaining conversations with some of Canada’s most celebrated advertising thought leaders,” 
says Tom Shipman, board co-chair, nabs Canada. “Leaning on his rich history in the business and 
his knack of storytelling, we plan to create a fun content series that will benefit the community 
with unique industry insights, intelligence and, of course, the natural witty banter between 
creative friends.” 
 
Nabs Canada will promote the new series on social and plans to aggregate the content as a 
resourceful library for viewers to re-watch.  Ad Chats will also be used to promote upcoming nabs 
Canada events and engage viewers to donate to the charity. 
 
When asked about his upcoming hosting style for the Ad Chats series, Palmer promises to include 
some zingers and hard-hitting topics that probe beyond the usual question set.  
 
“I’ve had the good fortune to work with lots of interesting characters over the years, as well, 
there are many rising stars that I would like to chat with to gain their perspectives,” says Palmer. 
“Like me, nabs sees the need for more discourse in our industry and appreciates that unscripted, 
in-depth conversations in advertising are worth having.” 
 
Palmer has been inducted into the Canadian Marketing Hall of Legends by the American Marketing 
Association and is a recipient of the Association of Canadian Advertisers’ prestigious Gold Medal 
Award. When asked about his accomplishments, however, Palmer says he is most proud to be a 
founder of nabs Canada. 
 
To watch previews, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxQkhpEOaX0 and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Simh_I1dXN8 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHdkRbedfRc&list=PLV2uZOn-33E7HVwG3o-6EOgzitA1R0oCO
https://open.spotify.com/show/6G1H31fNiKNfkhMwLJbDbK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxQkhpEOaX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Simh_I1dXN8
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About nabs Canada 
nabs is a unique, registered charity specifically designed to support the health and well-being of 
Canadians in the media, marketing, and applied communications industries. nabs provides 
services to industry professionals facing personal, career and family challenges as a result of 
illness, injury, unemployment or financial difficulties in Canada. Founded in 1983, nabs has 
supported the people of advertising for almost 40 years, funded by the generosity of private 
donors, sponsors and media partners. In 2020, nabs helped over 4,200 individuals in crisis and 
served over 200,000 advice line minutes through partners LifeWorks (formerly Morneau Shepell). 
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For more information, please contact:  
Enki Nagano 
Marketing & Event Supervisor, nabs Canada 
(604) 652-9191 
enagano@nabs.org 
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